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Selfmed fights back
The plot is thickening in an ugly
power struggle between Selfmed
Medical Scheme and the industry
regulator, the Council for Medical
Schemes (CMS). Selfmed has turned
to the courts to prevent the regulator
from carrying out what it feels is an
unfair bid to put the scheme under
curatorship. As a precursor, in
September the Council for Medical
Schemes (CMS) hit Selfmed with a
search and seizure that saw its
investigators confiscating laptops from
the medical aid's Cape Town head
office. "The leadership will never
walk away and surrender the scheme
to the CMS," says Selfmed chief
executive officer Leon Bester as he
readies for a long haul.
"We inherited a sinking ship with no
reserves, a terrible reputation,
disastrous membership decline [and
pathetic administration], opinion
withheld and qualified financial
statements, no independence [from
Sanlam, then administrator]," he says,
and describes how Selfmed has
transformed into "a little gem". Then-
registrar, Patrick Masobe, was
"nowhere to be found", recalls Bester,
to help the minnow recover damages
incurred by Sanlam (which
administered Selfmed from 1975 to
1997).

"When Selfmed was worth nothing,

[CMS] did not want it," Bester argues.
"Now that there are superb reserves
and members get quality service, then
suddenly the registrar seeks to annex
or hijack the scheme!"
Selfmed is a self-administered medical
aid with just R270m in annual
contributions and 20 000 members.
This pales against the Big 3 -
Discovery (2.4m members), GEMS
(1.6m), and Bonitas (700 000) - which
control more than half the 8.5m-strong
market.
The latest in the CMS-Sclfmed war,
arguably triggered by the regulator's
inspection in April, is part of a rather
complex and long battle. In 2010, the
CMS came second when the North
Gauteng High Court concluded it
should pay Selfmed and Bester R400
000 for damages as part of a legal
tussle. Critically, the court "rejected as
untrue" Masobe's evidence, which it
also labelled contradictory.
A subsequent encounter, at the appeals
court last year, somewhat eased the
council's bruised PR image, although
not entirely, when it was able to
partially over-

turn the previous ruling.
In a separate tussle, Sanlam was last
year forced to pay Selfmed R458m (a
further R129m went to Topmcd,
under Len Deacon's watch) in
settlement. The three-way lawsuit
stemmed from claims that Sanlam's
healthcare unit plundered its clients'
reserves. Despite transferring a
massive R587m to the aggrieved pair,
CEO Johan van Zyl denied that
Sanlam had plundered its former
medical aid clients.
Now, as part of yet another protracted
round in the never-ending battle, the
preemptive Bester wants to stop the
regulator from its apparent bid to
obtain an ex parte order. He fears the
order would prevent Selfmed, much
like Medshield, from defending itself
against "one-sided litigation" by CMS
boss Monwabisi Gantsho, who
replaced Masobe in 2010. Pity,
Medshield, which Bester cites to
support his argument, isn't such an
ideal example.
According to court papers, Medshield
trustees embezzled millions of scheme
funds meant for members' health needs.
Acting like "a law unto themselves",
their »
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» self-enrichment extended beyond
pocketing millions in trustee funds,
even though trusteeship is anything
but a source of wealth. They dished
out juicy tenders to associates and
splurged R27m on "research fees"
which, it has emerged, was a pretext to
pay dubious medical aid brokers far in
excess of the maximum allowed by
law.
The Medshield example shows that
the CMS does crack the whip on
corrupt and unfit officials and trustees.
So it follows

blown out of water by the High Court.
The CMS also claimed nepotism,
noting Bester's role in hiring his wife,
Marthie, as Selfmed marketing boss (a
R700 000/ annum job, then). Bester's
defence that he didn't promote the
appointment of his wife is
unconvincing. See box for a snapshot
of correspondence with his colleagues.
Just why has the CMS has been on
Selfmed's case for a decade? Bester's
theory is that the regulator is
"vindictive and

Universal". With this in mind, it's not
improbable that the industry
regulator's mission runs deep. "They
are being vindictive. If they spoke of
curatorship in 2003, I would have
understood -the scheme was doing
badly."
Back to the suddenly media-shy CMS,
what really is the crux of the battle?
And, for how long will it go on? If the
council is still sullied by the hiring of
Marthie Bester, why not just say so
and address the matter, rather than
spend millions on litigation or resort to
what the Selfmed CEO feels is "micro-
management"?
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that compromised medical aid bosses
won't have kind words for, or be
welcoming to, the regulating council.
A glance at the cases of Bonitas,
Medshield and Sizwe -whose now-
disgraced officials played all sorts of
tricks to delay the council from
probing - is instructive.
So, it's worth asking what lies behind
Selfmed's resistance. Is the CMS on
to something that could embarrass the
tiny scheme's management?
"We have nothing to hide. Unlike
[those schemes] there are no irregular
activities here. I've never received a
bribe from anybody, not a cent. I'm
not beholden to anyone and that's why
we were able to fire anyone, Liberty,
Sanlam, Medscheme, Solutio, you
name them," retorts Bester, whose
relations with Selfmed date back to
1999 when he was approached to sit
on the board of a then-ailing scheme.
A few years later, he was elected
chairman. In 2003, he took over as
CEO but that irked Masobe's team,
who felt that his appointment breached
good governance on many fronts.
However, this theory was.

obsessed with micro-
management". Asked for an
interview, council
spokesperson Elsabe
Conradie cited Gantsho's or
other officials unavailability
(until January 2013), and
that Selfmed, along with
three other schemes, was
"currently serving in court
sub judice''. That's a weak
throwaway line, given the
regulator's "duty to speak
openly".
Says Bester: "If you look at everything
we've done, we've been good, we've
excelled." Indeed, during last year's
court proceedings (when CMS
appealed against the 2010 defamation
judgment), the court recorded that
Bester worked "between 50 and 60
hours a week on Selfmed matters...
over and above his work at [now-
former employer]
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